The main theme of this paper is to design a full-order non-linear dynamic observer for estimating the state space estimator from its non-linear input-output dynamic control system.
Introduction
Sometimes all state space variables not available for measurements or it is not practical to measure all of them, or it is too expensive to measure all state space variables. [5] The concept of observability allong with controllability first introduced by Kalman [2] plays an important role in both theoretical and practical concepts of modern control.
Observability of a system as conceptualized by Kalman [5] is essentially a full-order observer, the state variables of which give a one-to-one estimation of the linear dynamical system state variables.
In [1] the observer provides a smooth velocity estimate to be used by a trajectory tracking controller. The observer, controller and manipulator from a system where the observer error as well as the position and velocity tracking error tend to zero asymptotically.
In [7] , the authors have consider a class of uncertain non-linear control system, and its controllability and stablizabilty Consequently [7] , the Lyapunove function that stabilize a class of a non-linear system can be obtained easily from the result of nominal linear dynamic system and under some assumption both Lyapunove function of linear and non-linear dynamic system are obtained to be identical.
The work of this paper, focuses on the full order dynamic state observer for the uncertain non-linear control system 
In this case L is said to be the Lipschitz constant of f .
Theorem
The system is described by
is observable means the dynamic system is observability if and only if the observability matrix constant matrices is completely state observability if and only if the observability matrix
has full rank equal to n ( T denoted to conjugate transpose matrix ).
If all eignvalues of the system
is a constant matrix have negative real parts then the solution of this system is asymptotically stable ( exponentially stable ).
Lemma
Let A be a symmetric matrix and let ) ( ) ( max min A and A   be the smallest and largest eignvalue of A, respectively, then 
Remark
The Euclidean norm of marix can be defined as : 
Problem Formulation
Consider the non-linear dynamical control system described as follows:
is unmeasurable state vector (see introduction [5] the state x(t) given in (2) will converge to the state observer ) ( t x .
Lemma
Consider the linrear dynamical control system 
Then the state observer has the dynamical obsever state exponentially stabilization.
from equations (8), (9) 
Theorem
Consider the linear dynamical system (8)
and the state variables are not available for measurement .
Consider the observer of linear dynamical control system (9) 
as a unique positive definite solution P for arbitrary positive definite matrix
Then the dynamical error is asymptotically stable via observer gain Ke
Proof :
the state observer of linear dynamical control system (8) is given as follows (9)  
We have dynamical error in state observer (9) of linear dynamical control system (8) is obtained to subtract (8) To examine the stability of e(t), we consider the following quadratic Lyapunove function 
Thus from equation (6 

The error dynamic system (10) is asymptotically stable via observer gain
Consider the linear dynamical system (2) .
Proof:
The linear dynamical system (2) 
The dynamical error instate observer (3) of non-linear linear dynamical control system is obtained to subtract (2) from (3) as follows: 
is satisfied Lipschitze condition and
on using Lemma(1) and condition (2) , we get
Since P is unique positive definite solution and it is clear that 0
we have conclude that error dynamic system (5) is asymptotically stable via observer gain parameter
Algorithem
Step (1) . Consider the linear and non-linear dynamical system (8)- (2) with respectively.
Step (2) . Check the pair
Step (3) . Check the following Lipschitz conditions
And design the observer dynamic by (9)- (3) Step (4) . Step (5 
Step (6 Step(7). Check 
Let us examine state observability of the matrix In example (1) we apply the proceeding main theorem (2) and we find Linear Dynamical control observation error (5) is asymptotically stabilizable . Now, we illustrate the proceeding main theorem (3), we consider the non-linear dynamical control observation error. 
